Introduction

Since its ratification in 1868, the Fourteenth Amendment has guaranteed that “All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside.” Just a decade before this language was added to our Constitution, the Supreme Court held in *Dred Scott v. Sandford* that persons of African descent could not be citizens under the Constitution. Our nation fought a war at least in part to repudiate the terrible error of *Dred Scott* and to secure, in the Constitution, citizenship for all persons born on U.S. soil, regardless of race, color or origin.

Against the backdrop of prejudice against newly freed slaves and various immigrant communities such as the Chinese and Gypsies, the Reconstruction Framers recognized that the promise of equality and liberty in the original Constitution needed to be permanently established for people of all colors; accordingly, the Reconstruction Framers chose to constitutionalize the conditions sufficient for automatic citizenship. Fixing the conditions of birthright citizenship in the Constitution—rather than leaving them up to constant revision or debate—befits the inherent dignity of citizenship, which should not be granted according to the politics or prejudices of the day.

Despite the clear intent of the Reconstruction Framers to grant U.S. citizenship based on the objective measure of U.S. birth rather than subjective political or public opinion, opponents of citizenship at birth continue to fight this constitutional guarantee. On January 27, 2011, Senators Rand Paul (R-Ky.) and David Vitter (R-La.), introduced a proposal in Congress that would amend the Constitution so that U.S.-born children would be considered automatic citizens only if one parent is a U.S. citizen, one parent is a legal immigrant, or one parent is an active member of the Armed Forces. The same day, in the Arizona state legislature, Republican lawmakers introduced legislation seeking to challenge the right to U.S. citizenship for children born in the state whose parents are undocumented migrants or other non-citizens. The goal, according to Arizona Representative John Kavanagh, a primary supporter of the legislation, is “to trigger ... Supreme Court review of the phrase ‘subject to the jurisdiction thereof’ in the 14th amendment.”

---

1 This Issue Brief was first released by the American Constitution Society on March 31, 2011.
These two examples of proposed anti-citizenship legislation are by no means unique. Indeed, the Arizona anti-citizenship bill is based on model legislation crafted by a handful of state legislators from across the country, who call themselves “State Legislators for Legal Immigration” (SLLI). This model legislation attacks birthright citizenship in two ways: it would create two tiers of birth certificates, one of which states would produce only for babies born to U.S. citizens and legal residents; and it would attempt to skirt laws stipulating that the federal government defines U.S. citizenship by adding a second level of “state” citizenship. According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, Arizona is the sixth state to introduce legislation relating to birth records or birth certificates and the children of foreign-born parents.

Similarly, the proposed resolution from tea-party darlings Senators Paul and Vitter reflects longstanding—and highly unsuccessful—efforts in Congress to diminish the constitutional guarantee of citizenship at birth. Bills have been introduced in Congress each year for more than a decade to end automatic citizenship for children born in the United States to non-citizen parents. Indeed, Iowa Representative Steve King (R-Tx.) introduced anti-citizenship legislation in the House on the first day of the 112th Congress. Because Representative King asserts that the 14th Amendment does not guarantee citizenship at birth for U.S.-born children of undocumented immigrants, his proposed bill does not seek to amend the Constitution, but rather would merely amend section 301 of the Immigration and Nationality Act to “clarify” which classes of U.S.-born children are citizens of the United States at birth. Many other prominent conservative legislators have recently called for hearings or other consideration of proposals to end the 14th Amendment’s guarantee of automatic citizenship at birth, including the current Speaker of the House and Senate Minority Leader.

Academics and national politicians have added to the movement’s momentum. In recent years, a small handful of academics have joined the debate and called into question birthright citizenship, and, in the 2008 presidential campaign, several Republican candidates expressed their skepticism that the Constitution guarantees birthright citizenship. Several of

6 Stephen Dinan, Huckabee Retreats on Birthright Citizenship, WASH. TIMES, Jan. 9, 2008 (noting that Mike Huckabee has at times expressed support for ending birthright citizenship); Joanna Klonsky, The Candidates on Immigration, NEWSWEEK, Jan. 3, 2008 (noting that Republican presidential candidates Ron Paul, and Tom Tancredo support ending birthright citizenship); Jim Stratton, Thompson Angers State Hispanics, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Sept. 29, 2007 (reporting that Fred Thompson publicly expressed support for rethinking birthright citizenship); Political Radar, Romney Eyeing End to Birthright Citizenship, http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalradar/2007/07/romney-still-lo.html (July 22, 2007, 16:17 EST) (explaining that Mitt Romney was looking into whether birthright citizenship could be ended legislatively or by constitutional amendment).
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the current likely candidates for the 2012 Republican presidential nomination also oppose the constitutional guarantee of automatic citizenship at birth. Though the most prominent proponents of ending birthright citizenship have been conservative, the effort has at times been bipartisan: Democratic Senator—and now Majority Leader—Harry Reid introduced legislation that would deny birthright citizenship to children of mothers who are not U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents, although he has since backtracked from that position.7

But the defenders of the Constitution’s guarantee of automatic citizenship are also bipartisan. Former aides to President Ronald Reagan, both Presidents Bush, and Vice-President Dick Cheney have publicly condemned calls to end birthright citizenship. Even conservative commentator Lou Dobbs has refused to join the anti-citizenship activists.8 This common ground between progressives and conservatives is a reflection of the fact that, regardless of how one feels about immigration policy, anyone who takes the Constitution’s text and history seriously should respect the 14th Amendment’s express guarantee of equal citizenship at birth.

A close study of the text of the Citizenship Clause and Reconstruction history demonstrates that the Citizenship Clause provides birthright citizenship to all those born on U.S. soil, regardless of the immigration status of their parents. To revoke birthright citizenship based on the status and national origin of a child’s ancestors, as some anti-citizenship activists are suggesting, goes against the purpose of the Citizenship Clause and the text and context of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Perhaps more important, the principles motivating the Framers of the Reconstruction Amendments, of which the Citizenship Clause is a part, suggest that we amend the Constitution to reject automatic citizenship at the peril of our core constitutional values. At the heart of the 14th Amendment is the fundamental belief that all people are born equal, and, if born in the United States, are born equal citizens regardless of color, creed or social status. It is no exaggeration to say that the 14th Amendment is the constitutional embodiment of the Declaration of Independence and lays the foundation for the American Dream. Because of the 14th Amendment, all American citizens are equal and equally American. Whether one’s parents were rich or poor, saint or sinner, the 14th Amendment proclaims that ours is a nation where an American child will be judged by his or her own deeds.

I. The Text of the Fourteenth Amendment

The Reconstruction Framers’ intent to grant citizenship to all those born on U.S. soil, regardless of race, origin, or status, was turned into the powerfully plain language of Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment: “All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside.”

The text of the ratified Citizenship Clause embodies the *jus soli* rule of citizenship, under which citizenship is acquired by right of the soil (contrasted with *jus sanguinis*, according to which citizenship is granted according to bloodline).

Birthright citizenship is a form of “ascriptive” citizenship because one’s political membership turns on an objective circumstance—place of birth. The text of the Fourteenth Amendment is not the only place in the Constitution that reflects the notion that citizenship can accrue from the circumstances of one’s birth: Article II of the Constitution, provides that any “natural born citizen” who meets age and residency requirements is eligible to become President. Just as the Citizenship Clause sets forth birth on U.S soil as the condition for citizenship—not race or bloodline—Article II specifies that the relevant qualification for the presidency of the United States is birth-conferrered citizenship, not any particular ancestry.

For more than a century, it has been the common understanding that the Constitution’s treatment of citizenship follows the *jus soli* rule. Case law just after ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment interpreted the Citizenship Clause to confer automatic citizenship on persons born in the United States regardless of their parents’ immigration status. In the 1886 case of *Look Tin Sing*, for example, the court held that a child of Chinese parents—who still retained their status as Chinese citizens, despite their presence in the United States—was a U.S. citizen under the Citizenship Clause because he was born on U.S. soil. As the court stated plainly, “It is enough that he was born here, whatever was the status of his parents.”

Similarly, the U.S. Supreme Court has consistently read the Citizenship Clause to grant citizenship automatically to almost everyone born on U.S. soil. In the 1898 case of *United States v. Wong Kim Ark*, the Supreme Court carefully examined the history of citizenship generally and with respect to the Citizenship Clause. Based on this history and the text of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court held that persons born within the United States, whose parents reside in the United States but remain citizens of a foreign country, are automatically U.S. citizens. The only exception to birthright citizenship recognized by the Court derives from the phrase “subject to the jurisdiction thereof,” which the Court reads to refer to the legal authority or control of the United States—a reading that excludes from automatic citizenship the children of foreign diplomats or hostile invaders, who are not subject to U.S. legal authority due to their diplomatic and combatant immunity.

---

9 *In re Look Tin Sing*, 21 F. 905, 910 (C.C.D. Cal. 1884).
10 *E.g.*, *United States v. Wong Kim Ark*, 169 U.S. 649, 702 (1898) (“Every person born in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, becomes at once a citizen of the United States, and needs no naturalization.”).
11 Id. at 655-93.
12 Id. at 655-58.
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More recently, the Supreme Court has continued to interpret the Constitution to provide automatic citizenship at birth for U.S.-born children, regardless of the immigration status of their parents. In 1982, the Court explained in *Plyler v. Doe*\(^{13}\) that the 14th Amendment extends to anyone “who is subject to the laws of a state,” including the U.S.-born children of undocumented immigrants. Similarly, in the 1985 case *INS v. Rios-Pineda*,\(^ {14}\) the court stated that a child born on U.S. soil to an undocumented immigrant was a U.S. citizen from birth.

Under the Supreme Court’s longstanding reading, the “subject to the jurisdiction” language carves out from birthright citizenship only children of diplomats who are immune from prosecution under U.S. laws. Unquestionably, if undocumented immigrants or their children commit a crime in the U.S., they can be and are punished under U.S. law. Thus, they are subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

This understanding of the Fourteenth Amendment has shaped our nation’s practices regarding citizenship for over a century, and guarantees that citizenship is based on an objective circumstance rather than on membership in any ethnic group or race. This reading of the text comports with the plain language of the Citizenship Clause and squares with the Clause’s legislative history.

## II. The History of the Citizenship Clause

The current debate over the meaning of the Citizenship Clause also stands in stark contrast to the legislative debates occurring at the time Congress approved it. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the legislative history of the Citizenship Clause is that both its proponents and opponents agreed that it recognizes and protects birthright citizenship for the children of aliens born on U.S. soil. The Reconstruction Congress did not debate the meaning of the Clause, but rather whether, based on their shared understanding of its meaning, the Clause embodied sound public policy by protecting birthright citizenship. For the most part, congressional opponents of birthright citizenship argued vigorously against it because, in their view, it would grant citizenship to persons of a certain race, ethnicity or status that these opponents deemed unworthy of citizenship. Fortunately, these views did not carry the day. Instead, Congress approved a constitutional amendment that used an objective measure—birth on U.S. soil—to automatically grant citizenship to all those who satisfied this condition.

### A. Origins: The Civil Rights Act of 1866

The Reconstruction Framers’ views of what granting citizenship to all children born “subject to the jurisdiction” of the United States would entail can be discerned not only from the debates over the Fourteenth Amendment, but also from the debates that same year over

\(^{13}\) 457 U.S. 202 (1982).
the Civil Rights Act, which included a nearly identical citizenship provision. These debates establish two points fatal to the claims against birthright citizenship: first, that the drafters of the Reconstruction Amendments understood citizenship to be conferred automatically by birth, and second, that any child born on U.S. soil was a citizen, regardless of whether his or her parents were aliens, citizens, or slaves brought illegally into the country.

The intent to include children of aliens within birthright citizenship is clear from the floor debates of 1866. Members of Congress specifically debated the impact automatic citizenship would have on various immigrant groups that had recently migrated to the United States in significant numbers, notably the Chinese population in California and the West, and the Gypsy or Roma communities in eastern states such as Pennsylvania. Much of the nineteenth century hostility toward Chinese and Gypsy immigrants is similar to the resentment and distrust leveled at immigrants today from Latin American countries: concern that immigrants would take away good jobs from U.S. citizens (while exhibiting a willingness to allow immigrants to take jobs perceived as undesirable); fear of waves of immigrants “invading” or overtaking existing American communities; and distrust of different cultures and languages. These fears were expressed by some members of the Reconstruction Congress but were not allowed to influence the requirements for citizenship.

15 The citizenship language of the 1866 Civil Rights Act provided: “All persons born in the United States and not subject to any foreign power, excluding Indians not taxed, are hereby declared to be citizens of the United States.” 14 Stat. 27 (1866).

Anti-Chinese sentiment was largely economically motivated; this is reflected in the Exclusion Acts, which were directed specifically at Chinese laborers. In the mid-1800s, Chinese laborers and gold prospectors entered a California economy where Native Americans and African-Americans were already seen as threats to free white labor. . . . Chinese entrepreneurs in the American West had experienced great early success in the cigarmaking and shoemaking industries, but the downturn in the Western economy in the 1870s, combined with anti-Chinese agitation from white competitors, drove the Chinese out of these businesses. The laundry business remained open to the Chinese because the whites considered it “menial and undesirable”.

17 See, e.g., CONG. GLOBE, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 497 (1866) (statement of Sen. Van Winkle) (stating that the citizenship language is “one of the gravest subjects submitted to the people of the United States, and it involves not only the negro race, but other inferior races that are now setting on our Pacific coast, and perhaps involves a future immigration to this country of which we have no conception.”). See generally Walter Otto Weyrauch & Maureen Bell, Autonomous Lawmaking: The Case of the “Gypsies,” 103 YALE L.J. 323, 342 n.60 (1993) (noting that the United States adopted immigration policies in the 1880s to restrict the entrance of Gypsies).
18 See, e.g., CONG. GLOBE, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 499 (1866) (statement of Sen. Cowan) (arguing that, if the door to citizenship be opened to the “barbarian races of Asia and of Africa. . . . there is an end to republican government”).
For example, early in the debates, an opponent to birthright citizenship—Senator Edgar Cowan, often cited by modern opponents of birthright citizenship—objected to the citizenship provision by asking whether “it will not have the effect of naturalizing the children of the Chinese and Gypsies born in this country.”\footnote{Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 498 (1866).} Senator Trumbull stated that it would, "undoubtedly."\footnote{Id.} As Trumbull stated clearly in the face of Cowan’s xenophobic remarks, “the child of an Asiatic is just as much a citizen as the child of a European.”\footnote{Id.} Echoing Trumbull’s definitive statement, Senator Morrill asked the Congress, “As a matter of law, does anybody deny here or anywhere that the native born is a citizen, and a citizen by birth alone?”\footnote{Id.} Morrill cited “the grand principle both of nature and nations, both of law and politics, that the native born is a citizen, and a citizen by virtue of his birth alone.”\footnote{Id.} To erase any doubt, he went on to state that “birth by its inherent energy and force gives citizenship.”\footnote{Id.}

President Johnson clearly shared this view of what Congress was attempting to achieve in the citizenship language of the Civil Rights Act—which was why he vetoed it. In his message informing Congress of his veto of the original civil rights bill, Johnson noted that the provision of the bill that “‘all persons born in the United States, and not subject to any foreign power … are declared to be citizens of the United States’ … comprehends the Chinese of the Pacific States … [and] the people called Gypsies, as well as the entire race designated as blacks, people of color, negroes, mulattoes, and persons of African blood.”\footnote{Id.} President Johnson understood the bill to provide that “[e]very individual of those races, born in the United States, is by the bill made a citizen of the United States.”\footnote{Id.}

**B. Enactment: The Fourteenth Amendment**

The Reconstruction Framers were undeterred by President Johnson’s opposition. Not only did they re-enact the Civil Rights Act over the President’s veto, but just two months after Johnson specifically vetoed the Act’s citizenship provision, Congress ensured the permanence of birthright citizenship by incorporating it into the Fourteenth Amendment. On May 29, 1866, during Congress’s debates over the Fourteenth Amendment, Senator Jacob Howard of Michigan proposed adding language that would ultimately be ratified as the Citizenship Clause. He explained that his proposed addition would declare “that every person born within the limits of the United States, and subject to their jurisdiction, is by virtue of natural law and national law a citizen of the United States.”\footnote{Id.}
Both opponents and supporters of the amendment shared the view that this language automatically granted citizenship to all persons born in the United States (except children of foreign ministers and invading armies). In fact, opponents of the Fourteenth Amendment’s Citizenship Clause objected to it precisely because they understood it to constitutionally protect birthright citizenship for children of aliens born on U.S. soil. For example, Senator Cowan expressed concern that the proposal would expand the number Chinese in California and Gypsies in his home state of Pennsylvania by granting birthright citizenship to their children, even (as he put it) the children of those who owe no allegiance to the United States and routinely commit “trespass” within the United States.

Supporters of Howard’s proposal did not respond by taking issue with Cowan’s understanding, but instead by agreeing with it and defending it as a matter of sound policy. Senator John Conness of California declared:

The proposition before us . . . relates simply in that respect to the children begotten of Chinese parents in California, and it is proposed to declare that they shall be citizens. . . . I am in favor of doing so . . . We are entirely ready to accept the provision proposed in this constitutional amendment, that the children born here of Mongolian parents shall be declared by the Constitution of the United States to be entitled to civil rights and to equal protection before the law with others.

The legislative history of the Citizenship Clause demonstrates that the drafters of the Clause—and their political opponents—knew that the provision would grant automatic citizenship to persons born on U.S. soil regardless of their parents’ race, national origin, or status. Whether the members of the Reconstruction Congress understood the Citizenship Clause to be a welcomed turn toward equality—and voted for it—or a worrisome invitation to foreign migrants—and voted against it—both sides agreed on the enacted Clause’s meaning.

---

28 In addition, while the view was not held unanimously, the prevailing sentiment was that the Citizenship Clause did not apply to American Indians. In 1870, a Senate Judiciary Committee report on the impact of the Fourteenth Amendment on Indian tribes concluded that Indians who retained tribal status were not subject to U.S. jurisdiction within the meaning of the Amendment’s citizenship provisions. S. Rep. No. 41-268 (1870). In 1884, the Supreme Court held that persons born into Indian tribes were not citizens by birth under the Fourteenth Amendment because, while the tribes were “within the territorial limits of the United States,” they were “distinct political communities.” Elk v. Wilkins, 112 U.S. 94, 99 (1884). Justice Harlan dissenting, argued that the majority’s result was not what the Fourteenth Amendment had intended. Id. at 122 (Harlan, J., dissenting). The debate was resolved in the early 1900s, however, when, as the federal government dissolved the legal authority and independence of the Native American tribes, Congress extended citizenship to Indians. See Sarah H. Cleveland, Powers Inherent in Sovereignty: Indians, Aliens, Territories, and the Nineteenth Century Origins of Plenary Power over Foreign Affairs, 81 Tex. L. Rev. 1, 64 (2002).
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III. The Principles of the Fourteenth Amendment

While the text and history and of the Citizenship Clause demonstrate the intent and effectuation of the Reconstruction Framers’ desire to enshrine automatic birthright citizenship in the Constitution, the principles behind Reconstruction may be even more relevant to the current challenge to birthright citizenship.

Given the intensity of our national debate over immigration, it comes as little surprise that the special targets of the attacks on birthright citizenship are children of undocumented immigrants. Some observers contend that birthright citizenship provides a strong incentive to those outside our borders to enter the country illegally in order to give birth on U.S. soil and thereby secure automatic citizenship for their child, the so-called “anchor baby” charge. These undocumented immigrants, the argument continues, often hope the United States will grant citizenship to them as well for the sake of the children. They argue that the Congress should pass legislation that prospectively denies citizenship to children of undocumented immigrants.

At the time the Fourteenth Amendment was drafted, opinions on race and ethnicity were passionately held and forcefully debated. The Dred Scott31 decision—which was specifically overruled through the Citizenship Clause—demonstrates why the Reconstruction Framers drafted the Clause to place the class of persons eligible for citizenship beyond debate. Dissenting from the majority’s opinion that, under its view of the Constitution, “citizenship at that time was perfectly understood to be confined to the white race,”32 Justice Curtis noted the potential dangers if Congress were empowered to enact at will “what free persons, born within the several States, shall or shall not be citizens of the United States.”33 Curtis noted that if the Constitution did not fix limitations of discretion, Congress could “select classes of persons within the several States” who could alone be entitled to the privileges of citizenship, and, in so doing, turn the democratic republic into an oligarchy.34

Even on the floor of the U.S. Senate, xenophobic and racist sentiments were freely expressed and some senators sought to have these beliefs reflected in the citizenship laws. The Framers of the Fourteenth amendment wisely rejected these attempts, and created a Constitution that gave citizenship automatically to anyone, of any color or status, born within the United States. The provision of citizenship by birthright was constitutionalized to place the question of who should be a citizen beyond the mere consent of politicians and the sentiments of the day, and logically so.35 After cataloguing the discriminatory enactments of the

31 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1856).
32 Id. at 419.
33 Id. at 577-78.
34 Id.
35 See 1 JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 653 (Thomas M. Cooley ed., 4th ed. 1873) (noting that the Fourteenth Amendment constitutionalized the conditions sufficient for citizenship because “the rights of a class of persons still suffering under a ban of prejudice could never be deemed entirely secure
slaveholding states, it would have made no sense for the Reconstruction Framers to have made the citizenship of freed slaves open to easy revocation if these states regained legislative power. 36

Indeed, Senator Hotchkiss specifically raised this fear with respect to the Fourteenth Amendment, which was originally drafted simply to allow Congress to enforce the protections of the Constitution rather than to enumerate the specific rights and guarantees it eventually embodied. He noted the possibility that “rebel states” could gain power in the Congress and strip away the rights envisioned by the Reconstruction Framers, unless these rights were “secured by a constitutional amendment that legislation cannot override.” 37 The wisdom of the Reconstruction Framers in placing the conditions of citizenship above majority action was confirmed when exclusionary immigration laws were passed just after the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified. Had the racial animus of the Chinese Exclusion Laws passed in the 1880s 38 been incorporated into the text of the Citizenship Clause, the amendment would be a source of shame rather than an emblem of equality.

The current, inflammatory invocation of “anchor babies” by opponents to birthright citizenship further confirms the good judgment of the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment in placing the question of citizenship beyond “consent” of the political majority at any given point in time. Claims of which immigrants were “worthier” of citizenship than others were present at the time the Citizenship Clause was enacted. In his veto message, President Johnson objected to the discrimination made between “worthy” foreigners, who must go through certain naturalization procedures because of their “foreign birth,” and conferring citizenship on “all persons of African descent, born within the extended limits of the United States” who Johnson did not feel were as prepared for the duties of a citizen. 39 The drafters of the Fourteenth Amendment rejected such distinctions, and instead provided us with a Constitution that guarantees equality and grants citizenship to all persons born in the United States, regardless of color, creed or origin. The text of the Citizenship Clause grants automatic citizenship to all persons born on U.S. soil so that minority groups do not need to win a popular

when at any moment it was within the power of an unfriendly majority in Congress to take them away by repealing the act which conferred them”).

37 CONG. GLOBE, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 1095 (1866).
38 The first Chinese Exclusion Act, which, as the name suggests, singled out immigrants of Chinese origin, was passed in 1873. The anti-immigrant sentiment against the Chinese in the late nineteenth century is similar to the arguments made today against Latin American immigrants, both in terms of fears that the immigrant group would overtake the existing majority and perceived threats to labor (except for unwanted, menial jobs). See Charles J. McClain, Jr., The Chinese Struggle for Civil Rights in Nineteenth Century America: The First Phase, 1850-1870, 72 CAL. L. REV. 529, 535 (1984) (illustrating that as more Chinese arrived in the United States, resentment against them began to build).

39 CONG. GLOBE, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 1679 (1866).
vote to enjoy the privileges and immunities of U.S. citizenship—they simply have to be born here.

IV. Debunking Modern Arguments Against Birthright Citizenship

Despite the strength of the argument—rooted in text, history, and long-standing Supreme Court precedent—that the Constitution guarantees citizenship at birth to U.S.-born children regardless of their parents’ immigration status, there is a growing audience for an argument that Congress may deny birthright citizenship to the children of undocumented aliens through legislation. Over the years, several bills and ballot initiatives have been proposed to accomplish exactly that, while others simply argue for the Supreme Court to change its long-standing interpretation of the Citizenship Clause. Douglas Kmiec, a professor at Pepperdine University School of Law, and then an informal advisor to Governor Mitt Romney, reportedly concluded that there is a “better than plausible argument” that Congress may legislatively eliminate or adjust the practice of birthright citizenship. Most recently, the new chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, Representative Lamar Smith (R-Tx.), has similarly opined: “The granting of automatic citizenship comes from a misinterpretation of the 14th Amendment. Fortunately, it wouldn’t take as much as a constitutional amendment—we can fix it with congressional action.”

A. The “Allegiance” Red Herring

The arguments for congressional authority to limit birthright citizenship are all reliant upon an expansive interpretation of the term “subject to the jurisdiction” of the United States. For example, some opponents of birthright citizenship dispute that the Citizenship Clause embodies the jus soli definition of citizenship and instead argue that it confers citizenship only to children of those who give their complete allegiance to the United States. Under this view, because citizens of foreign countries still owe “allegiance” to a foreign sovereign, children born on U.S. soil to non-U.S. citizen parents do not owe complete allegiance to the United States. This argument is misleading and based on flawed premises.

To be sure, the congressional debates over the Citizenship Clause include occasional references to “allegiance,” which some commentators use to argue that the Citizenship Clause protects only the children of those who owe complete and exclusive allegiance to the United States. But, even if “allegiance” were the defining characteristic of birthright citizenship, the
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Reconstruction Framers understood allegiance to spring from the place of one’s birth, not the citizenship status of one’s parents. The 1866 debates show that allegiance is not inconsistent with birthright citizenship, because a person “owes allegiance to the country of his birth, and that country owes him protection.”\(^{44}\) Similarly, one of the opinions from the *Dred Scott* decision, which was the backdrop against which the Citizenship Clause was drafted, acknowledged that “allegiance and citizenship spring from the place of birth.”\(^{45}\)

This understanding of allegiance deriving from one’s place of birth underscores the Reconstruction Framers focus on the *child* born within the United States, not the status of his parents. The text of the Citizenship Clause thus refers to “[a]ll persons born ... within the United States” and not *all persons born of parents born* within the United States. The Reconstruction Framers expressly recognized this distinction: Senator Trumbull remarked that “even the infant child of a foreigner born in this land is a citizen of the United States long before his father.”\(^{45}\) Some even acknowledged that birthright citizenship could encourage immigration, noting that the civil rights bill was “not made for any class or creed, or race or color, but in the great future that awaits us will, if it become a law, protect every citizen, including the millions of people of foreign birth who will flock to our shores to become citizens and to find here a land of liberty and law.”\(^{46}\)

Case law from the period confirms this view. The case of *Lynch v. Clarke*, cited in the 1866 debates,\(^{47}\) stated that “children born here are citizens without any regard to the political condition or allegiance of their parents.”\(^{48}\) The court held that “every person born within the dominions and allegiance of the United States, whatever were the situation of his parents, is a natural born citizen.”\(^{49}\) Ten years after the *Lynch* case, the then-Secretary of State Marcy wrote in a letter opinion that “every person born in the United States must be considered a citizen of the United States, notwithstanding one or both of his parents may have been alien at the time of his birth.”\(^{50}\) Thus, even if the relevant measure of citizenship were “allegiance” rather than birth within the territory of the United States, birthright citizenship would still be the constitutional rule.

### B. Excepting Foreign Diplomats Is Not The Same As Excepting All Foreigners

\(^{44}\) *Dred Scott v. Sandford*, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393, 586 (1856) (Curtis, J., dissenting) (explaining his belief that, because the Constitution did not provide the federal government with the power to determine which native-born inhabitants were citizens, this power was retained by the States, which could enact their own citizenship rules with regard to persons born on that State’s soil).
\(^{48}\) 1 Sand. Ch. 583 (N.Y. Ch. 1844).
\(^{49}\) *Id.* at 663 (emphasis added).
An oft-repeated claim by opponents of birthright citizenship is that the Citizenship Clause was intended to exclude “foreigners” from its guarantee of automatic citizenship. In support of this claim, they cite a statement by Senator Howard, who introduced the language of the Citizenship Clause, in which he noted that the amendment would “not, of course, include persons born in the United States who are foreigners, aliens, who belong to the families of ambassadors or foreign ministers accredited to the Government of the United States, but will include every other class of persons.”

This statement does not prove the anti-citizenship advocates’ claim. Senator Howard’s description of the only class of children born on U.S. soil who would not be U.S. citizens automatically at birth was merely a summary of the widely accepted understanding that children of diplomats would not be birthright citizens. This is because of the legal fiction that diplomats, while physically present here, remain in a sense on the home ground of their country—hence the concept of diplomatic immunity. Senator Howard used the terms “foreigners” and “aliens” in the sentence quoted above to describe those “who belong to the families of ambassadors or foreign ministers accredited to the Government of the United States.” If Howard was intending to list several categories of excluded persons (e.g., foreigners, aliens or families of diplomats) he could have said so. Instead, the language he used strongly suggests he was describing a single excluded class, limited to families of diplomats.

This interpretation of the Reconstruction Framers’ views on the classes of persons excluded from birthright citizenship is clarified by a statement made just six days prior to Senator Howard’s introduction of the Citizenship Clause. In an exchange on the Senate floor, Senator Wade acknowledged a colleague’s suggestion that some persons born on U.S. soil might not be automatically granted citizenship, stating “I know that is so in one instance, in the case of the children of foreign ministers who reside ‘near’ the United States, in the diplomatic language.” He went on to explain that children of foreign ministers were exempt not because of an “allegiance” or consent reason, but because there is a legal fiction that they do not actually reside on U.S. soil: “By a fiction of law such persons are not supposed to be residing here, and under that fiction of law their children would not be citizens of the United States.”

In light of the legislative history described above, it is highly unlikely that Senator Howard’s comment regarding foreign diplomats means what opponents to birthright citizenship claim. A single comment plucked out of context should not be used to sweep aside the overwhelming text, history, and principles that point to the opposite conclusion.

C. The Misguided “Consent” Theory

---

53 Id.
Finally, in a modification of the “allegiance” argument, some opponents of birthright citizenship contend that the phrase “subject to the jurisdiction thereof” was originally understood, and is best read, as incorporating into the Fourteenth Amendment a theory of citizenship based on mutual consent, which would exclude children of parents present in the United States illegally (because the United States has not “consented” to their presence). Not only does this consent theory require an impossibly distorted reading of the text of the Citizenship Clause, it is directly contrary to the principles of the Fourteenth Amendment. “Subject to the jurisdiction of” the United States is not the same as “subject to the consent of” the United States Congress. Rather than implying governmental consent, the term “jurisdiction” generally refers to legal authority or control, and the phrase “subject to the jurisdiction thereof” most naturally refers to anyone within the territory of a sovereign and obliged to obey that authority. ⁵⁴

If the Reconstruction Framers truly intended to allow Congress to grant or withdraw its consent to citizenship for certain children born on U.S. soil, the actual wording of the Fourteenth Amendment was an exceedingly odd way of rendering it. If those who drafted and ratified the amendment wanted to leave the matter within the control and consent of the national legislature, as opponents of birthright citizenship contend, it would have been far more sensible to draft and ratify an amendment that expressly authorized Congress to establish citizenship requirements for those born on U.S. soil, rather than expressly conferring citizenship on all persons born in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof.

Putting aside whether it makes good policy sense for Congress to “consent” to birthright citizenship—and scholars, notably Margaret Stock, ⁵⁵ make compelling arguments that ending birthright citizenship would have disastrous practical consequences—the threshold question is whether Congress may properly consider ending automatic citizenship for persons born in and subject to the jurisdiction of the United States at all. (Proponents of ending birthright citizenship themselves seem to be unsure whether they need to amend the Constitution to achieve their goal, or may simply legislate around it—the sponsors of legislation to end automatic citizenship alternate between proposing amendments to the Constitution and simply proposing legislation that denies citizenship to children born in the United States to undocumented parents.)

⁵⁴ E.g., WEBSTER’S ENCYCLOPEDIC UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY 1039 (1996) (defining “jurisdiction” as “the right, power, or authority to administer justice by hearing and determining controversies” and, more broadly, as “power; authority; control”). See also Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244, 278 (1901) (concluding that the phrase “subject to the jurisdiction” embraces U.S. territories); United States v. Bevans, 16 U.S. (3 Wheat.) 336, 386 (1818) (Marshall, C.J.) (“the jurisdiction of a State is coextensive with its territory.”); Alan Tauber, The Empire Forgotten: The Application of the Bill of Rights to U.S. Territories, 57 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 147, 160 (2006) (suggesting “subject to the jurisdiction” refers to areas under U.S. military control, particularly in view of the condition of the southern States after the end of the Civil War).

⁵⁵ Margaret Stock, Birthright Citizenship—The Policy Arguments, 33 ADMIN. & REG. L. NEWS 7 (2007) (arguing that, even if the Fourteenth Amendment could be interpreted to allow a change from birthright citizenship, “such a change would be ill-advised from a policy perspective,” and there is no evidence that changing the rule would reduce illegal immigration).
The idea that the conditions of citizenship could be modified by the “consent” of Congress, as advocated by those who believe Congress may legislate away birthright citizenship for children born to undocumented immigrants, would have been anathema to the Reconstruction Framers. The Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment believed that providing citizenship to persons born in the United States without regard to race or color was a long-overdue fulfillment of the promise of inalienable freedom and liberty in the Declaration of Independence. Inalienable rights are not put to a vote, and thus the Fourteenth Amendment “conferred no authority upon congress to restrict the effect of birth, declared by the constitution to constitute a sufficient and complete right to citizenship.”56 Rather than leaving it to the “caprice of Congress,” the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment intended to establish “a constitutional right that cannot be wrested from any class of citizens, or from the citizens of any State by mere legislation.”57 The history of the Citizenship Clause demonstrates that the Reconstruction Framers constitutionalized the conditions sufficient for citizenship precisely to enshrine automatic citizenship regardless of whether native-born children were members of a disfavored minority group or a welcomed band of ancestors.

V. State Efforts to Undue the Constitutional Guarantee of Citizenship at Birth

Arizona State Senator Russell Pearce—who sponsored his State’s controversial “show us your papers” law, S.B. 1070—and a handful of other state legislators affiliated with State Legislators for Legal Immigration (SLLI) have drafted model legislation aimed at ending the centuries-old practice of granting automatic citizenship at birth to children born on American soil. Pearce’s colleague, Representative John Kavanaugh has already introduced legislation seeking to challenge the right to U.S. citizenship for children born in the state whose parents are undocumented immigrants or other non-citizens, and legislators from at least 14 other states intend to introduce such bills in 2011. As with S.B. 1070, Pearce’s target is illegal immigration, but this time his focus is children born in the United States to undocumented immigrants—children who, under the 14th Amendment, are automatically U.S. citizens simply by being born here and are thus neither illegal nor immigrant.

The goal—which Pearce, and his allies have unabashedly admitted—is to force costly litigation in the hopes of taking a case on birthright citizenship all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. Pearce is certainly no stranger to thorny constitutional litigation: the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit is currently considering his S.B. 1070 bill after a federal district court in Arizona enjoined the law based on the likelihood that it will eventually be struck down as unconstitutional. But setting up the Constitution’s guarantee of citizenship at birth for a legal showdown is a perilous gambit, and one contradicted by the words of the Constitution and the most fundamental of American values.
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The proposed state legislation attacks the Constitution’s guarantee of citizenship in two ways: first, by creating two tiers of birth certificates, one of which the States would produce only for babies born to U.S. citizens and legal residents; and, second, by adding a second level of “state” citizenship that would be denied to children born to non-citizens. Both these efforts violate the Constitution.

As a threshold matter, the States lack the power to define citizenship. The 14th Amendment’s Citizenship Clause was added to the Constitution after the Civil War and the abolition of slavery, and it unquestionably places the question of citizenship out of the hands of the States. The Citizenship Clause declares that children born within the jurisdiction of the United States are citizens of the United States “and of the State wherein they reside.” It violates the letter and the spirit of the 14th Amendment for state legislators to try to sneak their way around the constitutional guarantee of citizenship by adding a distinct level of state citizenship that does not comport with the Citizenship Clause.

In addition, the 14th Amendment gives the federal government the authority to enforce the Constitution’s guarantee of equal citizenship and ensure that States do not create second-class citizens, by, for example, issuing different birth certificates to U.S.-born children of non-citizens. America will not abide classes or castes, something that the drafters of the 14th Amendment’s Citizenship Clause were keenly aware of, having lived through slavery and the Civil War. After cataloguing the discriminatory enactments of the slaveholding states, it would have made no sense for the post-Civil War drafters of the 14th Amendment to have made the citizenship of freed slaves open to easy revocation if these states regained legislative power.

Stated simply, the anti-citizenship state legislators appear to be deliberately setting up a showdown between state and federal power in an area where the Constitution has decisively taken power away from the States entirely. The Constitution vests the federal government with sole authority to resolve questions of naturalization, and the conditions of citizenship have been fixed in our federal charter since Reconstruction.

VI. Conclusion

If the Framers of the 14th Amendment had wanted Congress or the States to be able to define citizenship and establish castes and subclasses of Americans, they could have expressly left authority open to the States to create their own citizenship rules. If the Citizenship Clause was intended to confer citizenship according to the citizenship status or “allegiance” of a child’s parents, the Reconstruction Framers could have focused on conditions to be met by the parents, instead of specifying conditions sufficient for a child to automatically be granted citizenship. But the drafters of the Citizenship Clause were not poor wordsmiths and they chose to do none of those things. Instead, they devised a rule that is elegantly simple and intentionally fixed.
Not only do the arguments against birthright citizenship require utter disregard for the express provisions of the Constitution, they encourage us to abandon the precise reasons behind those enactments. The text, history, and principles of the Citizenship Clause make clear that we should not tinker with the genius of this constitutional design.